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Executive Summary
For more than 180 years, VMI has prepared citizen-soldiers for principled leadership. Ranked among the
nation's most outstanding educational institutions, VMI provides its students with a first-rate academic
program, competitive athletics, and exceptional opportunities to learn the theory and practice of
leadership.
To build upon both its history of service and the numerous accomplishments during the long tenure of its
retiring leader, VMI seeks a well-respected and experienced leader to serve as its next superintendent.
VMI has risen steadily through higher education's various rankings over recent years. Now considered
one of the nation's best colleges, VMI produces graduates who pursue highly successful careers in the
military, private sector, and government. Its graduates win prestigious scholarships and attend top
graduate schools. Guided by a visionary and ambitious long-term strategic plan, the new superintendent
will build on this firm foundation to ensure a robust future for the institute. The superintendent must
understand evolving cultural norms to fulfill the institute’s commitment to diversity, equity, and inclusion.
To accomplish these ends, the ideal candidate to be VMI's next superintendent will be a visionary,
pragmatic, and empathetic leader who can draw on his or her experience in higher education, the
military, and other venues. The candidate will demonstrate a deep respect for VMI’s mission and method
of education: a strong commitment to cadet success and the development of the whole person is
essential. Also important are outstanding judgment, excellent diplomatic skills, and the courage of
conviction necessary to generate confidence across the community. As would be expected, the ability to
advocate effectively on behalf of the Institute—especially to alumni, prospective supporters, and the
Virginia legislature—is of great importance.
VMI benefits from a storied history of success that includes the development of leaders who have
changed history and continue to change society. Its next leader will have the opportunity to build on this
singular legacy and to lead the institution to even greater accomplishment.
Recruitment will continue until the position is filled. Information regarding the process for nominations
and applications for this opportunity may be found near the end of this document in the section titled
“Procedure for Candidacy.”
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Role of the Superintendent
The superintendent is the chief executive officer of the Institute, reporting directly to the Board of
Visitors. The superintendent provides vision, strategic leadership, and strong financial stewardship to the
Institute, and carries out the policies of the Board of Visitors. The superintendent is responsible for all
operations of VMI, including overall leadership and management of the Institute, its academic enterprise,
fund raising, development of budgets, and allocation of resources.
Institute executives and special staff officers reporting directly to the superintendent are:

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Deputy Superintendent for Academics and Dean of the Faculty;
Deputy Superintendent for Finance, Administration and Support;
Chief of Staff;
Commandant of Cadets;
Chief Diversity Officer;
Director of Assessment & Evaluation;
Director of Information Technology;
Director of Intercollegiate Athletics;
Director of the VMI Center for Leadership and Ethics;
Executive Assistant and Secretary to the Board of Visitors;
Inspector General/Title IX Coordinator;
Superintendent’s Representative to the Honor Court.

Duties and Responsibilities

▪

▪
▪

Engages with the Board of
Visitors fully on all matters
pertaining to academics,
enrollment, cadet affairs, and
fiscal matters necessary for it to
develop, revise, and implement a
strategic plan in support of the
Institute's mission, and is
accountable for implementing
that plan.
Supervises the entire VMI
community and serves as
principal ambassador to the
Institute’s key external constituents.
Provides clear leadership and continues to advance an environment that fosters civility, integrity,
devotion to duty, self-discipline, self-reliance, academic excellence, diversity, equity, and inclusion
across the Institute.
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Makes and supports prudent financial and managerial decisions to ensure the fiscal strength of the
Institute, provides active leadership in securing private support, and as well as demonstrates strong
financial stewardship and responsibility for the taxes contributed by the people of the Commonwealth
of Virginia and the tuition and fees contributed by cadets and/or their legal guardians.
Fosters private philanthropy to support the Institute and builds fundraising at the Institute into a
sustaining pillar of institutional support. Provides inspired leadership in telling VMI's story and
engaging with alumni and prospective donors.
Interacts with important Commonwealth of Virginia offices and officials, including the governor and
cabinet, the legislature and its committees and staffs, and the State Council of Higher Education for
Virginia.

Opportunities and Expectations for Leadership
The following represent some of the immediate opportunities that the new superintendent will address
during the first two to three years in office. They are presented here in no particular order.

▪

▪

Realize the promise of VMI's long-range strategic plan
The VMI community pursues excellence under the aegis of Vision 2039, the institution's long-range
strategic plan. Articulating the nature and goals of a VMI education, the plan guides decision-making
over a wide array of institutional initiatives. The new superintendent will embrace the plan and its
overarching goals, while at the same time evaluating and recalibrating the objectives and, in
particular, the associated tactics to ensure that the plan continues to inspire the VMI community to
pursue excellence in its every pursuit.
Take the leadership role in the evolution of VMI's culture of diversity, equity, and inclusion
At the Governor’s direction, and under the auspices of the State Council of Higher Education for
Virginia, VMI will undergo an investigation of its culture and traditions and alleged racial incidents as
reported in various media. VMI has pledged its cooperation with the investigation. Significant work is
already underway.
The Board's work and that of the VMI community is ongoing. The new superintendent will work in
close concert with the Board to build on its current efforts, utilizing the findings of the
Commonwealth's investigation and the work of Interim Superintendent Wins to further secure an
inclusive, diverse, and equitable environment for all citizens of the Institute.

▪

Ensure the benefits of VMI's transformative approach to education
VMI is one of the nation’s six Senior Military Colleges. Approximately half of its graduates move on to
graduate school or to careers in industry; the other half accept commissions within every branch of
the Armed Forces. All have experienced the intellectual, physical, and character development that is
the hallmark of a VMI education. Traditional approaches such as the "rat line," the single-sanction
honor system, the adversative model, regimental system, and barracks life are valued by cadets,
graduates, and their families as central to the leadership development for which the institution is
renowned.
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VMI has evolved and continues to evolve to ensure that its traditional system of education and
development dovetails with the changing expectations of prospective cadets, their families, and the
civilian and military employers of its graduates. The superintendent will continue to develop VMI’s
ongoing strategy at the Board’s direction, consistent with the goals and objectives of Vision 2039.

▪

▪

Maintain the balance of the "three-legged stool"
VMI thinks about the educational experience it offers as a "three-legged stool" composed of collegiate
education, military training, and athletics. The three components are intended to be in symbiotic
balance, and it is critical that the balance be constantly monitored, tweaked, and preserved. The
Institute has made tremendous progress during Gen. Peay's tenure in the quality of the education it
provides, and its success is noted in its various rankings and in the success of its graduates in the
employment marketplace and the military. That progress must be maintained and enhanced while
remaining in balance with the military and athletic commitments of the cadets.
Generate private support
With zealous alumni, happy families, and a compelling mission and programs, the Institute is well
positioned to build on its success in alumni relations and fund raising. The new superintendent will
play the principal role in VMI's fund raising efforts, including committing significant time and energy to
a comprehensive campaign.
Success in philanthropy – and in legislative advocacy, as well – will require the enhancement of VMI's
public image and brand, in Commonwealth government and across the student recruitment
marketplace. The new superintendent will be responsible for enhancing the brand of the institution
across all constituencies.

Professional Qualifications and Personal Qualities
VMI seeks a leader with a vision
for the future of military-based
higher education and the capacity
to build upon the Institute's
success to date. A deep and
abiding commitment to VMI's
mission and values is sine qua
non.
VMI intends to be "on the front
foot" in addressing its future. Its
new superintendent will be
forward-looking, proactive, and,
above all, a superior strategic
thinker. The superintendent will be
interested in and engaged with life
on Post and will demonstrate a history of connecting broadly and effectively across the entirety of the
institution's many constituencies.
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The ideal candidate will fulfill the preponderance of the criteria listed below in bold. The bullet points that
follow provide some examples of how these criteria might be demonstrated.

▪

▪

▪
▪
▪

▪

▪

▪

Recognized military leadership
• Experience as a general or flag officer
• Decorated military experience
• Service that includes interface with national military, governmental, and/or corporate leadership
Higher education leadership
• Earned terminal degree
• Experience within one or more colleges and universities at or above the decanal/vice presidential
level
• Experience as a successful teacher and scholar
• A deep understanding of teaching and learning
Experience with intercollegiate athletics
• Experience working with athletic departments and/or the NCAA
• Personal experience as an intercollegiate athlete
Experience beyond academia or military
• Experience in private industry
• Governmental experience
Respect for and dedication to VMI's history, mission, and values
• A VMI degree
• Significant personal experience as a student, faculty member, or administrator at one or more
service academies or military graduate schools
Commitment to the Corps
• A professional history of longevity and accomplishment in leadership roles
• A history as an engaged student
• Experience or history with a military Corps of Cadets
The ability to advocate effectively for the Institute
• Experience as a successful fund raiser
• Experience working successfully with government agencies and legislatures
• Outstanding communication skills, including the ability to inspire from the podium
• A history of building strong, abiding, and sincere relationships with diverse people and groups
• Experience with institutional branding
• Outstanding diplomatic skills
Board governance experience
• Experience working with a governing board
• Experience as a member of a governing board
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About Virginia Military Institute
Overview
Founded in 1839, VMI is the oldest state-supported military college in the United States. Throughout its
history, VMI has produced leaders and individuals whose daily lives reflect the integrity, fairness, and
appreciation for the value of hard work that is instilled at the Institute. For the individual who wants an
undergraduate experience more extensive and transformative than an ordinary college or university can
provide, and more versatile in its applications than a military service academy affords, VMI offers a
superb education.
U.S. News & World Report has ranked VMI among the nation’s top undergraduate public liberal arts
colleges since 2001. The Institute’s efficacy is well demonstrated by generations of VMI graduates.
Among the alumni of VMI are a Nobel Peace Prize winner, 13 Rhodes Scholars, seven Medal of Honor
recipients, Pulitzer Prize winners, college presidents, and generals and flag officers.
No other college in America is so attentive to and so proud of its product: citizen-soldiers prepared both
for civilian leadership in their professions and for military leadership in times of national need. VMI
graduates have made distinguished contributions both in the military and in fields as diverse as business,
law, engineering, international affairs, medicine, and public policy, often at remarkably young ages. VMI’s
multi-faceted program is designed to instill in each cadet the lifelong values of integrity, civility,
professionalism, devotion to duty, self-discipline, and self-reliance.
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Mission
Virginia Military Institute believes that the measure of a college lies in the quality and performance of its
graduates and their contributions to society.
Therefore, it is the mission of Virginia Military Institute to produce educated, honorable men and women,
prepared for the varied work of civil life, imbued with love of learning, confident in the functions and
attitudes of leadership, possessing a high sense of public service, advocates of the American Democracy
and free enterprise system, and ready as citizen-soldiers to defend their country in time of national peril.
To accomplish this result, Virginia Military Institute shall provide to qualified young men and women
undergraduate education of highest quality -- embracing engineering, science, and the arts -- conducted
in, and facilitated by, the unique VMI system of military discipline.

Vision
To be the premier small college in the Nation, unequaled in producing educated and honorable citizenleaders, with an international reputation for academic excellence supported by a unique commitment to
character development, self-discipline and physical challenge, conducted in a military environment.

Governance
The Board of Visitors is the supervisory board of Virginia Military Institute. The Board defines the mission
of the Institute as a public institution of higher education in the Commonwealth of Virginia and oversees
the development, revision, and implementation of a strategic plan for the accomplishment of that
mission.
The Board has 16 members, appointed by the governor of Virginia and subject to confirmation by the
Virginia General Assembly. Of those members, four must be non-alumni, and 12 must be alumni. The
four non-alumni must be residents of the Commonwealth. Four of the 12 alumni will be non-residents of
the Commonwealth. The adjutant general of the Commonwealth of Virginia shall serve ex officio. A
regular term of membership is four years. Members shall serve and be eligible for reappointment as
provided by statute. Each year the Board appoints a cadet to serve as a non-voting, advisory
representative to the Board.

History
On Nov. 11, 1839, 23 young Virginians were mustered into the service of the state and, in falling snow,
the first cadet sentry – John B. Strange of Scottsville, Va. – took his post. Today the duty of walking
guard duty is the oldest tradition of the Institute, a tradition experienced by every cadet.
Col. J.T.L. Preston, a lawyer in Lexington and one of the founders of VMI, declared that the Institute’s
unique program would produce “fair specimens of citizen-soldiers,” and this observation has been
substantiated by the service of VMI graduates in peace and war. Since the Institute was founded, VMI
alumni have fought in every war involving the United States, starting with the Mexican War just four
years after VMI graduated its first class.
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The Cadet Corps has grown in size and diversity since the first 23 Virginians became cadets in 1839. In
1857 admission was expanded to any resident of the United States. The first African American cadets
entered in 1968. Women first entered the Corps in 1997. Today women comprise about 13 percent of the
1,700-member cadet Corps; cadets from diverse backgrounds comprise about 23% of the Corps.
For more information about the history of VMI please visit: www.vmi.edu/about/history.

Resources
VMI's budget is composed of three main
sources of operating funds: state general
funds, cadet tuition and fees and private
fund support, primarily from the VMI
Alumni Agencies. VMI's FY 21 operating
budget is $95 million. The market value of
VMI's endowment is $503 million.
VMI's most recent fundraising campaign,
Uncommon Purpose, raised $344 million in
seven years. The Institute, on average,
raises $35 million each year.

Accreditation
Virginia Military Institute is accredited by the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools Commission
on Colleges to award baccalaureate degrees. Specific degree programs are accredited as follows: Civil
and Environmental Engineering, Electrical and Computer Engineering, and Mechanical Engineering are
accredited by ABET, Inc.; the Chemistry curriculum is approved by the American Chemical Society; and
Economics and Business is accredited by the Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business. For
more information on accreditation, please visit: https://www.vmi.edu/about/offices-a-z/assessment-andinstitutional-research/accreditation/.

Academics
VMI's academic program offers a rigorous education that includes a broad, four-year core curriculum with
carefully selected majors in engineering, science, liberal arts, and social sciences. The choice between a
course of study leading to a Bachelor of Arts (B.A.) or a Bachelor of Science (B.S.) degree is made before
the cadet enters VMI. Cadets can choose among 14 majors, 23 minors and 26 concentrations.
Core Curriculum

The core curriculum at VMI is designed to cultivate the characteristics of a VMI graduate, a leader able to
anticipate and respond in a continually changing world. This curriculum will enable each cadet to
communicate effectively, process information, solve problems, appreciate other cultures, and dedicate
their lives to public service.
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ROTC Requirement

At VMI, all cadets must participate in four years of Reserve Officer Training Corps to complete their
degree. VMI offers the option to choose from four branches of the U.S. Military for commissioning. Cadets
who do not plan to commission will be enrolled in Army ROTC.
PE Requirement

At VMI all cadets are required to take seven semesters of physical education classes. The Physical
Education program mentally and physically develops cadets, through exposure to comprehensive and
progressive academic (non-degree granting) and experiential (co-curricular) programs designed to
enhance self-esteem, physical fitness, leadership characteristics, and the pre-requisite knowledge that
produces graduates with a commitment to life-long physical fitness and health.
For more information on the various academic programs, please visit:
www.vmi.edu/academics/academic-program.

Faculty and Staff
VMI's award-winning faculty members are known for their expertise, mentorship, commitment to service,
and encouragement of undergraduate research. Currently there are 203 total faculty at the Institute [142
teaching/research faculty and 61 part-time instructors (part-time faculty teach <20% of courses),
excludes ROTC faculty] and 145 administrative/professional faculty). The student-to-faculty ratio is
1:10.5.
The Institute employs 290 classified employees and 9 officer-in-charge/tactical officers who contribute to
the life of the Institute.

Overview of the Corps of Cadets
Fall 2020 Enrollment
Total enrollment

1,698

Virginia residents

63%

Percentage of cadets who are racially diverse (excluding
foreign/international cadets)

23%

Percentage of cadets from underrepresented groups*
*either/or a combination of non-White U.S. citizen/permanent
resident, Pell recipient, specific Virginia locality, over the age of 25

35%
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Cadet Outcomes
Persistence rate (over the last 10 years)

between 80% and
92%

Four-year graduation rate (2016 cohort)

65.5%

Six-year graduation rate (2014 cohort)

85.4%

Percentage of cadets who receive financial aid (federal loans,
ROTC, athletic and merit scholarships, need-based aid, etc.)

>90%

Cadet Life
VMI's multi-faceted program is
designed to instill in each cadet the
lifelong values of integrity, devotion to
duty, self-discipline, and self-reliance.
The military system characterizes and
distinguishes life at VMI. By placing all
cadets on a uniform plane, it enables
them to advance through persistence,
resilience, self-reliance, initiative, and
strength of character. The
combination of military and academic
training constitutes a strenuous
program requiring diligent application
and conscientious attention to both
academic and military duties.
VMI has shaped leaders, heroes, and individuals whose daily lives reflect the integrity, fairness, and
appreciation for the value of work that is instilled here. The sense of mission at VMI is at the foundation
of the Institute's tradition, teaching, and administration. It is alive in each cadet from the youngest rat to
the first captain.
Cadets take the lead in important elements of the Institute — the Corps of Cadets, the Honor Court, the
Class System, and in the various ROTC units. The manner in which these elements interrelate creates the
VMI's unique system of leadership development.
Honor System

The heart of VMI’s student government is the honor system. The Code pervades all aspects of a cadet’s
life. A cadet’s honor is his/her most guarded possession. Above all else, cadets are men and women of
honor and integrity who can always be trusted. They live by a simple code, The VMI Honor Code, which
states that “A Cadet will not lie, cheat, steal, nor tolerate those who do.”
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The education of new cadets about the Honor System is the responsibility of the Honor Court. The Honor
Court is composed of First and Second class cadets elected by their classmates. In addition to education,
the Honor Court is also responsible for adjudicating reported violations of the Honor Code.
The VMI Honor System is a single sanction system. The system does not recognize degrees of honor. The
sanction for any breach of honor is dismissal. When new cadets sign the book on matriculation day, they
are committing themselves to a life of honesty and integrity.

Athletics
VMI maintains a highly developed program of intercollegiate athletics at the NCAA Division I level as a
member of the Southern Conference (SoCon) for most sports. Every cadet is welcomed as a candidate
for participation in any sport in which he/ she may be interested. Cadets who do not participate in varsity
athletics are encouraged to participate in club sports or other athletic programs. Athletic competition
develops cadets physically and enhances their team building skills. This is an essential aspect of VMI’s
method of developing leadership in each cadet.
For more information on cadet life, please visit: www.vmi.edu/cadet-life.

Alumni
The Alumni Agencies of VMI were
restructured in 2016 under a single
chief executive officer and include the
Alumni Association, Keydet Club
(scholarship support for athletes) and
Foundation.
VMI alumni continue to serve their
nation with 266 having achieved the
rank of General or Flag officer in the
Armed Forces of the United States
and several foreign countries, most
notably Thailand and the Republic of
China. During World Wars I and II,
the Korean War, and the Vietnam War,
over 300 alumni gave the ultimate
sacrifice in service to their country,
and two alumni were killed during
Operation Desert Storm. Two VMI alumni were among those killed on September 11, 2001 in the terrorist
attacks on America and 12 alumni have been killed in Iraq and Afghanistan.
VMI's alumni include a Secretary of State, Secretary of Defense, the Secretary of the Army, a Nobel
Peace Prize winner, seven Medal of Honor recipients, 13 Rhodes Scholars, Pulitzer Prize winners, an
Academy Award winner, an Emmy Award and Golden Globe winner, a martyr recognized by the Episcopal
Church, Senators and Representatives, Governors, including the current Governor of Virginia, Lieutenant
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Governors, a Supreme Court Justice, numerous college and university presidents, and many business
leaders (presidents and CEOs).
There are currently 21,619 living alumni. Affinity for the Institute is high, and the alumni giving rate in FY
20 was 28%.

Lexington, Virginia
VMI is located in the southern Shenandoah Valley of Virginia. Lexington, population 7,000, is also home
to Washington and Lee University and offers a stimulating cultural atmosphere in a pleasant, rural
setting. It has a vibrant downtown shopping and restaurant scene. Rockbridge County, where Lexington
is seated, is home to a plethora of outdoor activities (e.g., golf, hiking, biking, kayaking), an outdoor
theater, and several breweries and wineries.
For more information about Lexington, please visit: www.lexingtonvirginia.com.
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Procedure for Candidacy
All applications, nominations, and inquiries are invited. Applications should include, as separate
documents, a CV or resume, and a letter of interest addressing the themes in this profile.
WittKieffer is assisting Virginia Military Institute in this search. For fullest consideration, candidate
materials should be received by March 1, 2021.
Application materials should be submitted using WittKieffer’s candidate portal.
Nominations and inquiries can be directed to:
Dennis Barden and Christine Pendleton
VMISuperintendent@WittKieffer.com
In a continuing effort to enrich its academic environment and provide equal educational and employment
opportunities, VMI encourages women, minorities, disabled individuals and veterans to apply. AmeriCorps, Peace
Corps and other national service alumni are also encouraged to apply. VMI will provide reasonable accommodation
to qualified individuals with documented disabilities to ensure equal access and equal opportunities with regard to
employment, educational opportunities, programs and services.
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